ISSUE #44

BASE CLAIM

- Discovered by Chris Lemmons while implementing Chained Token Renewal
- The scope for the cookie is not readily determined
- Using path=/ is not a good solution
REMOVE SIMPLE URI CONTAINER
ISSUE #46

• Requested by Leif Hedstrom
• Now that we have the “hash” method is this needed anymore?
• Seems like we should keep things simple and remove it
• Would be missing the “obvious” case of a literal URI
• Other reasons to keep it?
ADD "CRIT" CLAIM
ISSUE #47

• Taken from JWE/JWS spec

• Allows us to specify an extension that must be understood to validate the JWT

• Different than version - this is about extended not upgrading
TIMELINE
PATH TO WGLC

- Get consensus on mailing list ~2 weeks for (3) open issues
- Do we need any specific area reviews?
- JWT experts?
- Start WGLC
FIN
(HOPEFULLY)